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References to creativity are conspicuous in arts policy. Creativity is
evident at even the most superficial levels; in, for example, the
USA’s ‘Creative America’, Australia’s ‘Creative Nation’, and in
the renaming of New Zealand’s Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council
‘Creative New Zealand’. These labels are signposts of a deeper
operationalisation of creativity in arts policy. ‘Nurturing creativity’
is one of five priority areas of the Arts Council of England and
‘creativity’ is one of eight strategic goals of the USA’s National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA). The prevalence of creativity in arts
policy is founded on a conviction that art encourages creativity:2 

‘Art taps our inner resources and makes us creative people’ (National
Endowment for the Arts, 1999). 

‘Cultural activities enable us to . . . be creative’ (Creative New Zealand,
1999). 

This paper examines the use of creativity in advocating government
expenditure on the arts. The paper paraphrases the main creativity
argument used by arts advocates. It then critically examines the
argument, first by clarifying what creativity is and how it relates to
art, then by evaluating the argument against theory and evidence
from Psychology and Economics. The argument is found to be
weakened both by a lack of ‘hard’ evidence and by the way in which
it is used by arts advocates. The analysis suggests ways in which arts
advocates can improve the persuasiveness of their creativity argu-
ments and provides useful insights into the design and delivery of
arts policies. 
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2 CHRISTOPHER MADDEN AND TARYN BLOOM

BACKGROUND 

Arts advocates target a variety of audiences, including businesses,
governments and the public. Different arguments will maximise
persuasiveness across different audiences. Governments are prone
to be motivated by arguments that appeal to social benefit, busi-
nesses and individuals by arguments that reveal private benefit. This
paper is confined to government advocacy only. In this advocacy
market, where a number of advocates compete for the limited
attentions of a central ‘advocatee’, it is the relative persuasiveness of
an argument that is paramount, not the absolute persuasiveness.
Such interdependence between advocates clearly creates a potential
for ‘irrationality’, or instability, as advocates attempt to keep up
with or outdo the arguments of their competitors. Instability is
most obviously manifest in the biased exaggeration of advocacy
arguments; biased in that only factors that favour the advocate are
alluded to, and exaggerated in that this favourable information is
often overstated (Dewatripont and Tirole, 1999; Gilbert, 1997). 

Biased exaggeration is evident in arts advocacy. Cwi (1984), for
example, decries that in ‘economic’ impact studies of the arts, ‘almost
any number will do as long as it’s less than the Gross National Prod-
uct and greater than zero[!]’. Grandstanding is common, if a little
more subtle, in the creativity arguments of arts advocates. It is extra-
vagantly claimed, for example, that the USA’s National Endowment
for the Arts ‘fosters the creativity that has made democracy the call
heard around the world’ (Clinton, 1998), and that ‘[a]ll art deserves
laudation as the representative of creativity itself’ (WCCD, 1995: 81). 

Pressure for biased exaggeration in advocacy creates a tension
between the policy and academic spheres, since academia putatively
rewards objectivity, and this tension has been noted in the context
of cultural policy research by Nielson (1999). Pressure for biased
and exaggerated advocacy also creates an internal tension for arts
organisations with the dual role of advocacy and policy delivery,
since policy design and delivery demands objectivity.3 This paper
courts objectivity, not because objectivity necessarily has successful
advocacy outcomes, but because the fuller understanding of art and
creativity that comes with objectivity can strengthen advocates’
arguments—perhaps even equip them with a strategic advantage in
the face of skepticism or counter-argument—and it provides spin-
off benefits for policy design and delivery. 
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Creativity in Arts Advocacy 

A cursory survey of arts advocacy reveals two broad types of argu-
ment: first, that creativity is beneficial in itself; and, second, that
creativity yields ‘instrumental’ benefits. Murfee (1992) contains a
comprehensive review of both forms. ‘Instrumentalism’ seems to be
the dominant form, a wide range of instrumental benefits being
attributed to artistic creativity from the improvement of students’
mathematical aptitude to the strengthening of democracy (Murfee,
1992). Given the current political climate, however, it is hardly sur-
prising that ‘economic’ benefits are predominant in instrumental
arts advocacy arguments: 

‘Partnerships between arts organisations and business can . . . bring
creativity and inspiration to a business’ (Creative New Zealand, 1999). 

‘The arts affect industrial invention, innovation and dissemination of
new technologies by reinforcing and supporting the creative processes
of managers and workers’ (Murfee, 1992: 19). 

‘Artistic activity, by stimulating creativity and a disregard [for] estab-
lished modes of thinking, enhances innovation’ (European Task Force
on Culture and Development, 1997: 238). 

Figure 1 paraphrases the argument. The symbol�implies causality,
so that in English the trajectory might read as: art promotes creativity
promotes inventiveness promotes economic benefits. 

Objectivity might require that the trajectory in Figure 1 be con-
structed first on a good understanding of what creativity is, including
its relationship with art, and second on convincing evidence that
the links in the trajectory exist. Objectivity also dictates that no a
priori assumption be made that the causal relationships exist, and
that ‘costs’ be accounted for as well as ‘benefits’ to test for positive net
benefit. Further issues require consideration if the argument is to be
used in government advocacy. Governments attuned to economics
may require that ‘market failure’ be established or at least convinc-
ingly argued. They may also require convincing on a number of
practical issues. If market failure is demonstrated, is the failure
significant? Can government actually improve outcomes through

FIGURE 1 Alleged trajectory from art to economic outcomes.
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4 CHRISTOPHER MADDEN AND TARYN BLOOM

intervention, or will it merely substitute market failure with ‘gov-
ernment failure’? And if the government can indeed manufacture a
superior outcome, what is the best way to intervene—through arts
institutions, or more directly through, say, education institutions? 

Arts advocates rarely follow the logic recommended above.
Advocates fail to elaborate on their conception of creativity and how
it relates to art. The World Commission on Culture and Development
(WCCD), for example, states that ‘most [cultural/arts] policy debates
have skirted the issue of creativity’ (WCCD, 1995: 241). Evidence,
when used, is often prima facie or based on in-house or commissioned
research and therefore open to claims of bias (Nielson, 1999; van
Puffelen, 1996). Market failure is largely absent from advocates’
creativity arguments. Instead, advocates appear preoccupied with
‘economic’ impact studies of the arts, which are neither an indicator
of market failure nor an economic advocacy argument (Madden,
pending). ‘Comparative institutional’ questions are rarely considered.
The result is weakened advocacy. 

The bulk of this paper is focused on the initial steps of an ‘objective’
critical analysis. The following section elaborates on concepts of creat-
ivity and its relation to art. This is followed by a survey and evaluation
of evidence relating to the alleged relationships in Figure 1. Market
failure and comparative institutional issues are discussed only briefly
before some implications of the analysis are drawn in conclusion. 

CREATIVITY 

Humans have long evinced a fascination with their own creativity.
The very complexity of creativity means that fundamental issues,
such as defining just what creativity is, are still hotly debated. Two
broad conceptual forms of creativity—‘hard’ and ‘weak’ creativity—
can be introduced to aid clarity. These forms are descendants of a
tradition extending as far back as Plato and Aristotle (Hausman,
1998), their difference pivoting around the concept of newness.
‘Hard’ creativity represents the creation of something that is ‘brand
new’ in the sense that it is unprecedented (creation as invention).
‘Weak’ creativity represents something merely being ‘brought into
being’ (creation simply as production).4 Hard and weak creativity
are clearly not opposite ends of a spectrum, but have a subset/
superset relationship. It is useful, therefore, to introduce a third
form to contrast directly with hard creativity. This form will be called
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‘soft’ creativity, and taken to represent reproduction, ie completely
non-inventive production. The relationship between the three forms
is summarised in Figure 2. In practice, creative acts will inevitably
involve some mix of hardness and softness, and will therefore be
positioned somewhere inside the limits of the hard-soft continuum. 

This paper adheres to the terminology set out in Figure 2. Other
terminology has been devised depending on context and on the
preference of the analyst. Boden (1990), for example, uses the terms
‘accommodative’ and ‘assimilative’ creativity and, later (Boden, 1994b),
‘improbabilist’ and ‘impossibilist’. The wide variety of terminology
is potentially confusing. The terms adopted here have been chosen
for simplicity and ease of interpretation in the policy context. 

The distinction between hard, soft and weak forms of creativity is
useful when considering artistic creativity. A realist landscape painter,
for example, is creative in a soft sense but not in a hard sense. To
be creative in a hard sense, the painter would have to render the
landscape in an interpretive, unusual or unprecedented style. The
pertinence and utility of the distinction feeds through to arts policy
and arts advocacy. Advocating to government the benefits of tradi-
tion-bound arts, such as ‘classical’ and ‘folk’ arts, makes little sense
if only hard forms of creativity are alluded to. These arts are as much,
if not more, about reproducing artistic tradition than generating
new modes of artistic expression. 

Yet arts advocacy—and arts policy discourse more generally—
appears to be dominated by hard creativity. It is a prejudice shared

FIGURE 2 The relationship between hard, soft and weak creativity.
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by psychologists (as will be evident later), and arts economists (see,
for example, Frey, 1999; O’Hagan, 1998). Aesthetic theorists, it
appears, also have a predilection for hard creativity. Hepburn (1992:
424), summarising aesthetic theory, suggests that a hard form of
creativity ‘is surely well suited to be the leading concept in a theory
of art’. Nevertheless, Hepburn’s taxonomy contains only one hard
form of creativity (‘art as creation’). The other artistic forms are either
weak (art as expression, art as an organic unity and art as play), or
primarily soft (‘art as representation’ and art as ‘developing a tradi-
tion’). The prominence of softer forms of creativity in Hepburn’s
taxonomy is not without foundation. Cross-cultural evidence sug-
gests that art practice is largely non-inventive. Anderson (1996: 88)
summarises: ‘[i]n contrast to the modern Western stereotype of
rebellious avant-garde artists, the common cross-cultural pattern is
for art to perpetuate the status quo rather than to challenge it.’ 

The lesson here is that not only does art involve all forms of
creativity, and analysts and advocates would do well to recognise
this, but that soft creativity is perhaps the predominant form of
artistic creativity. The innovation focus of the trajectory under
review dictates that this paper focus on hard creativity. This does
not deny the possibility that soft forms of creative activity may gen-
erate innovative outcomes, nor that soft forms of creative activity
are unworthy of attention in arts advocacy. 

Psychology and Creativity 

Psychology is an obvious discipline in which to search for scientific
evidence for the trajectory in Figure 1. Indeed, Sternberg and
Lubart (1996: 679) argue that the rigor of Psychology is an import-
ant antidote to the conjecture of ‘pragmatic’ creativity theorists,
who ‘have been concerned primarily with developing creativity,
secondarily with understanding it, but very little with testing the
validity of their ideas about it.’ 

And despite Sternberg and Lubart’s (1996: 686) disappointment
that ‘[f]ew resources have been invested in the study of creativity,
relative to its importance both to the field of psychology and the
world’, the Psychology literature on creativity is, to the uninitiated at
least, a formidable body of work. It covers the full range of creativity
forms. Shaughnessy (1996), for example, provides a taxonomy of
creativity that covers weak forms such as ‘expressive’ and ‘product-
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ive’ creativity and hard forms such as ‘inventive’ and ‘innovative’
creativity. Nevertheless, as Cropley’s summary of definitions indic-
ates, hard forms appear to outweight soft or weak forms in the
Psychology literature (Cropley, 1999).5 

The objective of this paper is not to provide an exhaustive review
of the Psychology literature on creativity, merely to distill themes
that are relevant to the trajectory in Figure 1. Since the trajectory
relates primarily to hard creativity, psychological research into soft
creativity is not pursued here. Much of this branch of research is
concerned with the psychotherapeutic outcomes of artistic parti-
cipation regardless of the level of inventiveness. A critical review of
evidence on the therapeutic uses of art is in Burleigh and Beutler
(1996). The issues are of fundamental relevance to arts policy and
to arts advocacy: the therapeutic benefits of art may, for example,
parallel the externalities invoked to advocate government interven-
tion in health (Bonetti and Madden, 1996). 

Before examining evidence from Psychology for the trajectory in
Figure 1, it is logical to first establish whether Psychologists consider
creativity encouragable at all. 

Can Creativity be Encouraged? 

There is tacit agreement among Psychologists that creativity can be
fostered and learnt (Brophy, 1998; Amabile, 1996; Levine, 1988).
Techniques to foster creativity include brainstorming, imagery train-
ing and mind maps (Torrance, 1992; Amabile, 1996), reward-giving
(Eisenberger et al., 1998) and involvement in creative activity (Conti
et al., 1995). 

Yet widespread acceptance of the success of creativity-enhancing
techniques is, it seems, not founded on indisputable evidence. Tor-
rance (1992) states that there is only limited empirical evidence to
show that these techniques actually increase creativity. And concern
has been expressed over exactly what is encouraged through creat-
ivity enhancing programmes. Thornburg (1991) argues that the
techniques do not yield significant improvements in the quality of
ideas. Boden (1994a: 145) states that: ‘individuals are not creative
(or non-creative) in general; they are creative in particular domains
of accomplishment.’ Cropley (1997) extrapolates that although
many creativity training procedures may indeed improve creative
performance, the improvement relates only to activities that closely
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resemble the training procedures themselves. The concern that general or
‘cross-domain’ creativity cannot be fostered has been expressed
outside Psychology by Barrow (1991), and seems particularly relev-
ant in the current context, where art is advocated for its spin-off
benefits in terms of business creativity. If the doubt is well-founded,
then the creativity encouraged through artistic activity will be artistic
creativity, not business or general creativity, and the trajectory in
Figure 1 is violated at its first stage. Perhaps wary of these practical
dilemmas, recent studies have addressed the issue empirically, find-
ing evidence that sub-forms of creativity can promote overall creat-
ivity, albeit differentially (Clapham, 1997) and that ‘cross-domain’
creativity skills are an essential component of overall creative
performance (Conti et al., 1996).6 

In summary, the Psychological evidence on whether creativity can
be encouraged is inconclusive and subject to ongoing professional
debate. Plucker and Runco (1999: 670) try to reconcile professional
discord from the familiar nature/nurture angle: 

[I]n response to the question “Can creativity be enhanced?” the best
answer is yes, because potentials can be fulfilled. Efforts to enhance
creativity will not expand one’s in-born potentials but can insure that
potentials are maximised. 

EVIDENCE FOR THE TRAJECTORY 

The creativity relevant to the current discussion has been established
as ‘hard’ creativity, and there are indications that this creativity can
be encouraged, albeit with caveats. Attention can now be turned to
the trajectory in Figure 1. The discussion follows the links in the
trajectory from left to right. 

Does Art Encourage Hard Creativity? 

Outside of psychobiography, only a minor part of the Psychology
literature on creativity is dedicated wholly to art or artistic modes of
creativity (Tardif and Sternberg, 1988). this neglect seems particu-
larly severe in the case of the performing arts (Nemiro, 1997;
Godard, 1994). The profession has, however, begun to redress its
negligence. In 1997, the Creativity Research Journal devoted a
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whole issue to art and creativity (Runco, 1997) and recent collections
have been dedicated wholly to creativity and the performing arts
(Sawyer, 1998; Wilson, 1994). 

Psychological research into art and creativity has found evidence
that appears to support the claims of arts advocates. Positive relation-
ships have been found to exist between artistry and problem-finding
(Kay, 1991; Czikszentmihalyi, 1990; Moore, 1985; Getzels and
Czikszentmihalyi, 1976); divergent, logical and creative thinking
(Wakefield, 1989; 1992; Amabile et al., 1990); and a variety of creat-
ivity-related characteristics such as tolerance of uncertainty/ambiguity
and openness to new experiences (Feist, 1999; Eysenck, 1997; Per-
kins, 1981). Other studies do not address ‘art’ or ‘the arts’ directly,
but focus on quasi-artistic variables, such as fantasy indulgence,
metaphor use and intuition (for example, Sweetman, 1997). 

This evidence supports popularly held notions that artistic
insight and hard creativity are correlated, and Psychologists, as with
other academics and arts commentators, now appear to take the
relationship for granted. But the research cannot be taken to indicate
causation. Indeed, the reverse causality has been posited, that artistic
activity is one of the ‘products’ of creative thought (Torrance, 1988;
Taylor, 1988). 

And if it is accepted that art does indeed encourage creativity, or
even that art is correlated with creativity, then, in the spirit of objec-
tivity, the ‘bad’ correlates of creativity must be considered along
with the ‘good’. The most obvious consideration is that creativity
may be correlated with mental illness, an issue that continues to
perplex Psychologists. Excellent introductions to the theory and
research on creativity and psychopathology can be found in Richards
(1999), Waddell (1998) and Keynes (1994). These reviews show that
although the theory of the association between mental health and
creativity is well developed, the empirical evidence is inconclusive.
Examples of studies that have found a positive correlation between
creativity and psychopathology are Simonton (1994), Eisenman (1992),
and a number of earlier studies referred to in Eysenck (1994).7 Some
studies have found a positive relationship specifically for artistic
creativity (Frantom and Sherman, 1999; Feist, 1999; Andreasen,
1987; Gotz and Gotz, 1979). Some Psychologists argue that causality
in the positive relationship may run from psychopathology to creat-
ivity; that mental illness may promote or be beneficial to creativity
(Eisenman, 1997; Simonton, 1994; Davis, 1992; Shuldberg, 1990;
Goodwin and Jamison, 1990). 
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A positive correlation between creativity and psychopathology is,
however, far from widely accepted by the profession (Galluci et al.,
1999; Boden, 1990; Eisenman, 1990; 1997; Richards and Kinny,
1990). Sheldon (1995) finds support for a counter-causality, that
creativity results from exceptional rather than poor mental health.
From an extensive survey of the Psychology literature, Waddell
(1998: 169) concludes that ‘the enthusiasm for associating creativity
and mental illness [is] not supported by the evidence.’ 

Despite its inconclusiveness, the psychological evidence that
creativity has costs is as convincing as the evidence that creativity has
benefits. If only for this reason, costs cannot be ignored. Indeed,
the mere hint that creativity has undesirable associations has teased
Psychologists with a variety of practical dilemmas. Most obvious for
psychotherapists is the risk that therapy might destroy the creativity
of highly creative individuals who happen to be diagnosed as
mentally ill (Bonetti and Madden, 1996). Conversely, interventions
that encourage creativity might also inadvertently encourage psy-
chopathology. The very complexity of the creativity–insanity nexus
introduces higher-order and circular issues to the therapy context.
Maclagan (1997: 65), for example, laments the decline of art therapy
studios in institutions for the psychologically ill, which ‘functioned
as a kind of asylum within the asylum, where eccentricity could
flourish and craziness find refuge.’ What then, asks Maclagan, becomes
of cases in which cultivating creative insanity is therapeutically
beneficial, such as the case of Aloise Corbaz, quoted from Maizels
(1996), who, through creativity, ‘cured herself by the process which
consists in ceasing to fight against the illness and undertaking on
the contrary to cultivate it, to make use of it, to wonder at it, to turn
it into an exciting reason for living.’ 

Issues of clinical psychology can appear distant from the chal-
lenges of arts policy, but a variety of policy implications have been
made by psychologists,8 and parallels are easily drawn in arts
policy. For example, arts policy interventions have been accused of
stifling the very creativity they seek to encourage through the
unavoidable straitjacket of bureaucratisation (Frey, 1999; Snow and
Leach, 1994), a clear parallel to the destruction of creativity
through psychological intervention. Furthermore, Richards (1999)
considers the possibility that encouraging creativity might also
promote social and personal ill-health. The socio- and psychopatho-
logical costs of art have received recognition in an arts policy setting
in what Steinkraus (1985) calls the ‘pain’ of artistic life. The pain is
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well-documented. The artist population is plagued by alcoholism,
drug abuse, early death and suicide (Preti and Miotto, 1999; Cas-
sandro, 1998). Such pathologies are not wholly the outcome of
financial privation, as they have been historically evident in well-to-
do artists as well as struggling artists. 

It is not suggested that costs be emphasised in advocating artistic
creativity to government. But an objective, unbiased understanding
of art and creativity should prove a valuable ally in the strategic
struggle against competing advocates and skeptical governments,
as well as strengthen the analytical base for all aspects of arts policy
practice. This will be pursued further in the conclusion. 

The Link between Hard Creativity, Inventiveness and Innovation 

This paper is focused on hard creativity; creativity as invention.
Within the structure of this paper, then, the link between creativity
and inventiveness is established by tautology. This does not, however,
establish a tautological relationship between creativity and innovation.
Economics makes a useful and now standard distinction between
invention and innovation, after eminent economist Joseph Schum-
peter. In the Schumpeterian distinction an invention is new, an
innovation is both new and useful. In creativity literature, the useful-
ness of new ideas is dealt with rather crudely at the definitional
phase, where creativity is defined as the generation of a useful or
valuable idea, rather than just any idea.9 Reference to innovation in
the creativity literature should, therefore, concord with innovation
in the broader social sciences, although the creativity literature
understates the complexities of the invention–innovation relation. 

In creativity research, then, hard creativity and innovation are
usually taken to be synonymous. When not treated synonymously,
creativity is typically seen as either the primary precursor to innov-
ation (‘creativity is the seed of innovation’: Amabile et al., 1996: 1154),
or at least as a crucial characteristic of innovative thinking (Stein
and Pinchot, 1998; Grossman and King, 1990). The view has not
gone unchallenged. Thornburg (1991), referred to earlier, suggests
that although creativity programmes may increase the quantity of
ideas, they do not necessarily improve the quality of ideas: the level
of invention may improve, but the level of innovation remains the
same. It should also be noted that innovation need not be the result
of activities that might popularly be described as ‘creative’. Novitz
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(1999: 76) highlights Charles Goodyear’s invention of vulcanization,
which contrasts with received notions of creativity in that it was ‘pretty
lacklustre, and required very little in the way of imagination, intelli-
gence, or endeavour.’ Goodyear’s triumph would not be deemed
creative by James et al. (1999: 211), who contend that ‘[n]ovel out-
comes that are useful purely by chance are not truly creative.’ 

The link between creativity and innovation is clearly more com-
plex than is recognised in the bulk of creativity research. In terms
of the present investigation, a new link needs to be introduced to
the trajectory—the link between inventiveness and innovation—
and this link characterised by correlation, or at least mitigated
causation, rather than direct causation. 

The Link between Hard Creativity and ‘Economic’ Benefits 

It is useful to separate claims of the economic benefits of hard
creativity into microeconomic and macroeconomic benefits. Each
will be addressed here in turn. Softer forms of ‘proof’ might be
allowed for the economic links in the trajectory, as empirical tech-
niques in economics are even less definitive than in Psychology.
Acceptable economic ‘proof’ might, therefore, pivot on more tentative
correlative evidence supported by theoretical reason; perhaps only
on the weight of reason itself. 

Microeconomic Outcomes: Business Benefits. Arts advocates claim that
creative employees offer a range of benefits to businesses. There is
a wealth of business and ‘pop’ psychology literature to support
their claims. In creativity research, creativity is seen as variously as
a profit booster (Rieck, 1999), a valuable business resource (Caudron,
1998), and as the genesis of sustainable business growth and organ-
isational adaptability (Basadur, 1997; Simonton, 1994; Ross and
Smith, 1994). Basadur (1997) summarises the benefits of creativity
across a number of business outcomes, including new and improved
products and services as well as outcomes that may not be manifest
in innovation, such as improved employee motivation, reduced
turnover and reduced absenteeism. Techniques for acquiring these
benefits are too numerous to list here.10 A useful distinction can be
made, after Frey (1999), between programmes aimed at ‘institutional’
creativity and programmes aimed at ‘personal’ creativity. Art pro-
grammes for business are clearly more likely to foster ‘personal’
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creativity, although this is not to suggest that personal creativity
programmes cannot influence ‘institutional’ creativity. 

Again, however, it seems that popular conviction among Psycholo-
gists and quasi-psychologists overlooks a dearth of empirical evidence.
Sternberg and Lubart (1996: 680) suggest that not only do the
‘pragmatic’ approaches typical in business psychology ‘lack any basis
in serious psychological theory’ but that most of them also lack
‘serious’ empirical validation. Sweetman (1997: 10) notes: ‘Psycholo-
gists have debated for years whether [members of an organisation]
can be . . . taught to be creative. And, not surprisingly, there’s no
clear verdict.’ 

The micro arguments will not be pursued further here, since, as
will become clear in the discussion on market failure, business be-
nefits do not make persuasive advocacy arguments for government
intervention. 

Macroeconomic Outcomes: Growth and Development. The other type of
economic benefits claimed for the arts by arts advocates can be
described as macroeconomic. These are benefits to economic
growth and development from the innovation promoted by a creative
populace. Murfee (1992: 19) states that ‘[t]he arts contribute to the
innovative capacity of this nation’ and that ‘the need to encourage
innovation has been recognised as fundamental to future economic
growth and development.’ 

Macroeconomic ‘facts’ are rare. But the notion that innovation is
central to economic growth and development is now as close to
being a macroeconomic fact as any notion could be. Hahn (1987:
629) comments that ‘growth theory without technical progress
seems pretty useless.’ Hence the rise of ‘New Growth Theory’, in
which technological change is incorporated into neoclassical models
of economic growth where previously it had been exogenous
(DeGregori and Thompson, 1997; Coates, 1999).11 

The rise of new growth theory is clearly good news for creativity
advocates looking to substantiate their claims in economic terms.
Even more heartening is that the traditionally dry characterisation
of innovation as ‘technical progress’ is becoming augmented by a
more holistic view of innovation as developments in social forms of
knowledge as well as engineering or ‘scientific’ discovery (Brinkman,
1997). Hodgson (1996: 395) proclaims: ‘an adequate theory of the
development of productive capabilities must take into account both
the social culture and institutions within which habits and routines
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are reproduced, and the conditions that lead to their disruption or
mutation.’ The link between art and social and cultural institutions
is well established.12 

A greater attention in economics to development rather than
growth is also beneficial to arts advocacy. Development is described
by Boulding (1992: 271) as ‘simply the evolutionary process as it
applies to human knowledge, know-how, and human artifacts’. Devel-
opment requires that quantitative measures of economic betterment,
such as monetary income, be augmented with qualitative concepts
that have traditionally been alien to neoclassical economics, such as
‘happiness’ (Kenny, 1999; Brinkman, 1997) and concepts with a
decidedly artistic and cultural twist, such as ‘understanding’ and
‘participation in social life’ (Qizilbash, 1998: 67).13 Metcalfe (1995:
1561) summarises: 

No one doubts for a moment that innovations, whether technical,
organizational or cultural have been a major guiding force behind the
pattern of economic development since recorded history began. 

The economic evidence proffered by arts advocates seems surpris-
ingly barren in light of this contemporary economic perspective.
The predominant economic evidence used by arts advocates is the
‘economic impact study’, despite advice from economists that the
growth arguments embodied in these studies are discreditable, or
at least disputable (Madden, pending; van Puffelen, 1996; Seaman,
1987). Another common form of economic evidence is to argue, after
Galbraith (1960), that creativity is able to generate a competitive
edge in international trade, and therefore growth, by improving the
‘aesthetic dimension’ of products. The argument works as economic
advocacy if it is claimed that the competitive edge gained represents
a maximisation of comparative advantages that would not occur
without government intervention. Such a claim is almost never made
and would, anyway, be difficult to sustain. 

It should be clear from the discussion above that although the
macroeconomic arguments advanced by arts advocates’ are defens-
ible, their case is supported with second-best or even fallacious eco-
nomics. Neither ‘economic impacts’ nor ‘trade advantage’ arguments
appeal to market failure. Neither highlight the role of art in economic
development. These arguments are manifestations of a ‘misinter-
preted authority’ in contemporary arts advocacy, and in arts policy
generally, that can have perverse or even disastrous impacts on arts
and cultural policies (Madden, pending; Volkerling, 1994). 
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